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LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
 
The Centre for Search Research was incorporated in August 1997 as a private company limited by 
guarantee and not having a share capital.  It became a registered charity in October 1997.  Its 
Directors and Trustees on 31st August 2001 were: 
 
Mr David Owen (Chair) 
Mr David Perkins (Secretary and Treasurer) 
Mr Peter Roberts 
 
Mr Roberts became a Director in January 2001.  The company's Patron is Sir Humphry Wakefield, who 
resigned as Trustee and Director in August 1999.  He became Patron in October 1999. 
 
The Trustees met five times during the year: November 2000, and January, April, May, August 2001. 
 
REVIEW OF PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENTS TOWARDS MEETING THE CHARITY’S 
OBJECTIVES  
 
The work done on behalf of the Charity towards meeting its Objectives is carried out by Mr David 
Perkins and Mr Peter Roberts.  Both are long-standing members of a local Search and Rescue (SAR) 
team - Northumberland National Park SAR Team, NNPSRT - and both have a considerable degree of 
SAR experience.  Their work is voluntary and entirely unpaid. 
 
Object 1: to conduct research into all aspects of the techniques used for searching for missing 
persons. 
 
Activities and Achievements: practical work in the field this year was seriously hampered by Foot and 
Mouth Disease.  This has meant that virtually no progress has been made with the projects on night 
search techniques and the use of helicopters as rapid response search resources; both of these got 
off to an encouraging start last year.  There has been continued involvement with the work on the UK 
database for Missing Person Behaviour Statistics. 
 
Missing Person Behaviour Statistics: the data collection system that we had designed in conjunction 
with Mr Ged Feeney, the Incident Statistics Collator for the Mountain Rescue Committee of England 
and Wales (MRC), had gone live in January 2000, when it became part of the MRC's national reporting 
procedure for incidents involving Mountain Rescue and SAR Teams, managed by Mr Feeney.  
Insufficient data had been collected by the project to make a statistically meaningful report at the 
MRC Conference at Lancaster in September 2000; instead, we made a presentation about the 
potential benefits of using Missing Person Behaviour Statistics in managing searches for missing 
persons.  Mr Feeney's part in the presentation was to give an account of how the data collection 
system works in an attempt to encourage Teams to take part.  We intend to make a similar 
presentation at the 2001 Conference at Durham, and hope to present some statistical information 
based on albeit the rather limited quantity of data collected so far. 
 
Night search techniques: searching at night should be an important component of a SAR Team's 
capability, and while much is known about the various ways of searching in daylight, comparatively little 



is known about searching at night.  We had two dates identified for our use in the NNPSRT training 
calendar, but these were both cancelled due to FMD.  No further work is possible until normal outdoor 
training for NNPSRT members can resume. 
 
The use of rapid response search techniques by helicopters: our work was again disrupted by FMD; 
in addition, the pilot from RAF Boulmer who had been involved with us the previous year had a posting 
to the Falklands.   
 
Object 2: to provide training for voluntary and statutory emergency services in respect of 
missing persons. 
 
Activities and Achievements: we have acted as instructors on our training course 'Managing the 
Initial Response' on six occasions; we have developed a further course that follows on from that called 
'Incident Management after the Initial Response'; we have produced a specification for software as a 
teaching aid to support the Initial Response training course. 
 
Managing the Initial Response: we have acted as instructors for this course at the pre-conference 
school in Montreal in October 2000 (part of the lead up to the Canadian SAR Conference), where the 
participants included SAR volunteers, Police and military personnel from North and South America; in 
Washington State, USA in late November for Police and SAR volunteers; in the UK for Central 
Scotland Police in March 2001, for the Isle of Man Civil Defence and Police in April, for SAR 
volunteers from NNPSRT in May and for Sussex Police in June.  All were well received, and further 
courses are being arranged for next year. 
 
Incident Management after the Initial Response: this is a new course, and a world first in that it 
tackles issues that has never been examined in a non-mathematical way before.  Great interest has 
been shown by all the people we have explained it to as we have been teaching our Initial Response 
course.  We taught it for the first time at the SARschool in Nordegg, Alberta in August 2001 to a 
group of Canadian Police and SAR volunteers.  It was well received.  
 
Managing the Initial Response training software: we have produced the outline of a computer 
training package based on the course.  There have been no developments beyond that other than some 
thoughts as to the form it might take and how it could be used. 
 
Object 3: to publish materials to assist voluntary and statutory emergency services in respect of 
missing persons. 
 
Activities and Achievements: we have made two presentations at SAR conferences, and are making 
some progress towards having all of our work on our own website. 
 
Effectiveness of Air Scenting Search Dogs: the paper was presented at the Canadian SAR 
conference in Montreal in October 2000 and at the Nordegg SARschool in August, and was well 
received on both occasions. 
 
Use of Internet: searchresearch.org.uk now exists; the framework has been created and now it needs 
filling with information. 



 
Object 4: to collect and collate information from other individuals and organisations and to 
disseminate as appropriate. 
 
Activities and Achievements: there are only a small number of individuals in the world currently 
working in related topics, and we exchange information freely with them.  This information, where 
relevant, is passed on to interested parties. 
 
 
 
David Owen 
4th December 2001 
for and on behalf of the Trustees 
 


